Accessory Parts
ABC is the only source for many unique and useful extruded aluminum
accessory parts. Using these extrusions reduces labor cost, improves
product quality and makes it possible to do things that are impractical
or simply impossible to do with sheet metal.

Throughout our Product Catalog, many more accessory parts are
described and illustrated designed for use with specific frame assemblies. Here are several more “stand-alone” or universally useable structural extrusions, Wireways and Divider Bars.

Structural Shapes
SQUARE TUBES
ABC carries several stock length extruded 20'
long aluminum square tubes. You may order
these parts in any quantity with your purchase
of any of our frame systems and the added
poundage applies to our volume discount
price brackets.

DECK CABINET
ASSEMBLY
ABC’s extruded aluminum Deck Cabinet
saves time and money when building channel
letter signs for wall or marquee mounting. The
Deck Cabinet will accommodate the largest
transformers. Available in 20' lengths, there
are no minimum order requirements. ABC
provides the precision machined and drilled
End Plates and pre-cut Cross Straps.

Self-Hinge Cover

1” X 1” X 1/8”

1” X 1” X 1/16”

2” X 2” X 1/8”

QUICK AND EASY ASSEMBLY
Just cut the Deck Cabinet to length, cut the
electrode housing holes, tack-weld the Cross
Straps not more than 48" apart, screw the end
caps in place and it's finished.

ARCHITECTURAL ANGLES
Machined
End Plate

The self-hinged Cover is designed to open
and tip backwards slightly, so that it need not
be removed entirely. This leaves the hands
free for complete, easy service access to all
wiring and transformers.

Deck Cabinet

(For complete details and photos,
see Easy Sheet 16.)

Architectural angles differ from common
angles in that the inside leg is a sharp, 90°
bend with no radius in the corner. When used
for internal corner brackets this is necessary
to enable the corners to fit tightly together.
Available in any quantity, 20' stock lengths.

1.5” X 1.5” X 3/16”
2” X 2” X 3/16”

NEON BORDER CHANNEL & LENS
Designed to minimize neon border installation
labor cost and to maximize the light output, ABC's
Neon Border Channel & Lens also protects the
tubing from potential short-outs, fire danger
and vandalism.

Neon border installations are very popular
again and by using the Border Channel your
customer will enjoy almost total freedom from
outage and service problems so common with
border installations. Sell better quality and
increase your dollar volume too!

ABC Neoprene Tape
Provided Under Flanges

Generic Retainers

END CAP
Flanges To Be Bent
By Fabricator

(For more details, see Easy Sheet 19.)
1.620”

Pre-Drilled Holes

Clear Polycarbonate
Lens Snaps In

H-MOLDING
Neon

F-RETAINER

The H-Molding is for mounting any type of
face panel to a flush surface, even a trucktrailer. It will accommodate up to .187"
panel thickness.
1.50”

1-1/2” Tube
Supports

2.50”

2.25”
Wireway

1.50”

.20”

.20”

#7 Screw
Bosses

These low cost retainers may be used with
ABC's Conventional Frames, or on angle iron
frame construction. The 1-1/2" retention is
adequate for signs up to about 10' long, and
the Retainer will accommodate faces up to
.187" thick.

.125”
4.75”

.356”
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Visit our Website to review all of ABC’s fine products...
Designed by Sign People for Sign People!
www.abcsignproducts.com

1-800-248-9889

EXTRUSIONS…The Original -- and Still the Best!
1-800-248-9889

FAX: 970-482-4019

.
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Wireway
Extrusions

Divider Bars

INCANDESCENT LAMP APPLICATIONS
Using ABC’s LAMP RACEWAY
with C-Cover or Flat Retainer

ABC produces four Wireways designed to reduce
the cost in labor hours and improve quality.
These special parts are superior in strength, will
never rust and have special features that are
not possible with sheet metal. They are
available in 26-foot stock lengths.

Lamp Raceway
may be
attached to the
C-Cover

C-Cover
Flat Retainer

ABC's incandescent lamp Wireway can be used
for a border treatment on neon signs, on a
building fascia or as part of a plastic or flexible
face sign. ABC's Access Frame, either single
face or double face, provides a simple, cost
efficient way to do the job.

When copy or color panels can aesthetically
be separated on a sign face, Divider Bars
can be used to limit the wind-load on large
rigid plastic faces. This reduces breakage
and blowouts. Or, if a number of separate
tenants or businesses must be featured,
Divider Bars enable the removal or
replacement of the individual faces when
needed.
ABC stocks these five Divider Bars in
stock lengths.

A

LARGE
DIVIDER
BAR
3-1/8”

BOLT TO CROSS
MEMBER

Small A/Flexframe
For more complete details, see
Easy Sheet 14.

Lamp Raceway may be attached
to the Flat Retainer

One side of the Cover has a ball on the flange
to fit the detent on one side of the Wireway.
Just check out the other features that save time
and money!

Large Divider Bar to be used with ABC's
Large or Small Flexframes for very large
signs.

Flexible Face

B
.375”
2.218”

A/Flexframes are also used for rigid
plastic faces by using ABC’s extruded
plastic Hanger Bar in the Frame Saddle

Groove to
Center Punch

MEDIUM
DIVIDER
BAR

CONVENTIONAL
DIVIDER BAR

2-1/2”

1.50”
CUT AT ANGLE
TO PREVENT
SHADOW

CUT AT ANGLE
TO PREVENT
SHADOW

Ballast Wireways

3.75”

SMALL BALLAST WIREWAY
ABC's SMALL BALLAST WIREWAY is
wide enough to give room for the wiring
around the Ballast. Without fasteners, our
original design of the Cover provides a
means of prying the Cover off with a
screwdriver blade.
LARGE BALLAST WIREWAY

1.75”

Conventional Divider Bar is to be used
with a number of ABC's Conventional
Frames using the Flat Retainer.
Drill Groove

4.50”

6.125”
Lamp Centers

SMALL BALLAST WIREWAY

ABC's Large Ballast Wireway is designed
wider and taller for more generous room
for wiring and to enable the Wireway to be
used as a self-contained two-lamp fluorescent fixture by using Tombstone Lamp
Sockets.

POST AND PANEL
DIVIDER BAR

2.318”

Medium Divider Bar used with Large or
Small Flexframes for large to medium
size signs.

SMALL
DIVIDER
BAR
1.75”

3.75”

INTERMEDIATE WIREWAY

.843”

BOLT TO CROSS
MEMBER

LARGE BALLAST WIREWAY
When a sign is large enough to reqiure
overlapping lamps, this Wireway, with a
snap-on Cover, is the perfect economical
solution.

INTERMEDIATE WIREWAY FOR OVERLAPPING LAMPS
TOMBSTONE SOCKETS

Staggered Lamps

For more details, see Easy Sheet 16

Post & Panel Divider Bar used with
ABC's Post & Panel assemblies.

Small Divider Bar to be used with a
number of ABC's Conventional Frames
with the Type II Beveled Retainer or E-Z
Retainers.

Snap-on Cover
®
ANY
DESIRED
DIMENSION

Pry-off Flange

2.0”

1.375”
Metal Sign Back

All ABC Sign Products parts described on these
pages are included by one or more of the following
patents:
U.S. 6,088,942 4,817,656 4,265,039 4,007,522
Canadian 1,170,048-049-050 1,149,159 1,021,565

